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U.S. Attorney,

This is Roberta Hill, the mother of Brian Hill. My son has typed up and has signed a
sentencing letter for the defendant Jonathan Owen Shroyer. A copy was already
emailed to Norman Pattis, the attorney for Owen. My son has a good excuse or
reason for why he didn't mail this sentencing letter to the Court at an earlier time for
Owen Shroyer's case. Brian had dealt with his grandad in the hospital who was more
recently at a nursing home then had been moved to an assisted living care facility.
Brian had gone through the emotions and had decided to write a sentencing letter for
the defendant Jonathan Own Shroyer before it is too late. It is attached to this
email in PDF format.

You can send a read receipt to acknowledge receipt of this email and attachment.

Brian had mailed this sentencing letter by USPS Express Mail to the Clerk of the
Honorable Timothy James Kelly of the Court on Saturday to make sure that it is
received on Monday. Brian added the words "EMERGENCY LETTER" to the
envelope on both sides so that the Court staff will consider this a mailing to quickly
look over and give to the judge to make a review to decide whether to allow this letter
to be taken into consideration for Owen's sentencing.

My son Brian has a good excuse or reason for why he is filing this close to the
sentencing date. Him paying $29.05 postage just to express mail this sentencing
letter quickly is a good faith basis for the fact that he was tied up emotionally with his
grandfather in bad medical shape in the hospital, and Brian was approved for visiting
his grandfather in North Carolina. Brian is dealing with all of that, concerned about
his health That is the excuse or good faith reason as to why this was filed close to
the sentencing date for Owen. Brian had to deal with the fact that his grandfather's
wife had died recently and was in Hospice (Burlington, NC). Hopefully the sentencing
letter will at least be reviewed over by the chamber clerk and will be accepted on the
date of sentencing. My son worked hard on that letter and had to review over the
video where he had called into Owen's radio show broadcast years ago. Brian felt
that Owen deserved this sentencing letter because of what Owen had done for my
son on his radio show.

Norm Pattis who is Owen's attorney was also notified of Brian's excuse or reason as
to why he filed this close to the date of the sentencing hearing. Usually, the courts do
use the word "good excuse" or "good reason" why something should be accepted.
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That is why I am using those particular words. My son has a good reason for why he
didn't file this sentencing letter earlier than mailing it out on Saturday by express mail.
I heard that Tuesday was the sentencing hearing date. Brian made a good
explanation for the timing.

My son has filed sentencing letters in both the Roger Stone case and the Stewart
Rhodes case, and both were accepted for filing by two different federal judges in the
Washington, DC federal court. So, chances are my son's sentencing letter for Owen
Shroyer may be accepted for filing or to be used for the sentencing hearing.

Notifying you is also of good faith. Brian does not have access to email, so I am
having to email this letter to you on his behalf. You are the Plaintiff. Brian is aware
that you also have to be notified as opposing counsel and not just Norman Pattis.

Hope you have a good day,
Roberta Hill

A achments:
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